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Big Trouble in Little China: Fire and Fury 
Chronicle 1: I Left My Heart in Little China 

 
Chapter 4: Specimen 39J at the Wing Kong Exchange 

 

 

The Wing Kong Exchange had long since been abandoned. While Egg Shen had visited it in 

1988 then subsequently destroyed the lower levels to kill the last of the Wu Shen wizards (that 

consequently set off an earthquake that damaged large portions of the city), it has stood largely 

untouched since Lo Pan’s death. A real estate development company tried to take it over long 

ago and build condos but they abandoned the project stating that the collapse of the lower levels 

made the foundation unstable. However, it is rumored that the real reason they left is that the 

building is haunted by the minions of Lo Pan. Most Chinatown residents are too scared to go 

inside the old Wing Kong Exchange. In the end, the only construction has been a chainlink fence 

around the building.  

 

“I hate this place,” Wang Chi whispered. 

 

“We should have burned it down long ago,” said Qiang Bai.  

 

Considered an outlaw by Chinatown police, Qiang Bai, also known as Tiger-heart, is the real 

leader of Chang Sing holding the highly respected title of Ironlord. Ironlord Tiger-heart is also 

one of the noble warriors who confronted Lo Pan and the Wing Kong alongside Egg Shen. As 

his reward, he received a large scar over his right eye. After Lem Lee died, the much less wise 

and much more ambitious Han Ling took over leadership of the Chang Shing. Han was not 

convinced by Egg Shen that Lo Pan was planning to marry and the ceremony needed to be 

stopped. Lo Pan used the Lords of Death as a distraction that Han Ling foolishly fell for and 

ordered the Chang Sing to another location. A few Chang Sing believed Egg Shen and followed 

him instead. Although Tiger-heart disobeyed Han Ling and joined Egg Shen, he tried honorably 

to rejoin the Chang Sing. But he became increasingly dismayed with Han’s decisions which 

seemed to benefit Han’s bank account rather than the citizens of Chinatown. He initially set off 

on his own but has been slowly joined by other Chang Sing disappointed with Han’s rule. He and 

the old Chang Sing continue to protect the citizens of Chinatown but they continually find 

themselves fighting against the Tong Elite, many of whom are Tiger-hearts’s old friends. This 

fact, has made Tiger-heart cynical and distrusting. However, he is still a valued friend to Wang 

Chi as well as the unquestioned Ironlord of the Old Chang Sing 

 

 “Burn it?” Wang asked, “and have the whole block smell like Wing Kong?” 

 

All the Chang Sing laughed quietly.   

 

“What are we looking for, here?” asked Duyi Zeng. 

 

Duyi Zeng, also known as Longshot, was trained in the ancient art of Chang Sing Archery. 

Before the invention of modern firearms, the Chang Sing were handy with the bow. In addition 

to the bow, the Chang Sing Archers also specialized in throwing weapons such as daggers and 
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shuriken. But as street gangs of Chinatown began to arm themselves with handguns, the Chang 

Sing found themselves outmatched and quickly adapted to using guns themselves. As the divide 

between the Tong Elite and Chang Sing widened, the Chang Sing often found themselves 

fighting against the Tong Elite who because of their background knew the tactics and styles. The 

Chang Sing leadership needed a new tactic to cancel the Tong Elite’s edge. Renshu Zuang, one 

of the Chang Sing Elders, was one of the last to be trained in archery. He picked several of the 

young Chang Sing and began to train them in the old ways. Longshot was one of these original 

students. Like the other young Chang Sing, Longshot had a fascination with electronic gadgets 

and often tinkered in his spare time. After a few years, Longshot and a handful of his classmates 

invented specialty arrows, like high explosive and incendiary arrows. They developed specialty 

thrown weapons as well.  

 

These high-tech arrows along with the forgotten art of archery confused the Tong Elite and 

evened the odds in Chang Sing and Tong Elite encounters. Seldom does a Chang Sing team go 

on a mission without at least one archer.  

 

Ironmaster Longshot is small and short (even shorter than Wang Chi). He is often mistaken for 

someone younger. Consequently, Longshot tries to compensate for his dimunitive appearance by 

taking unnecessary risks in combat. Wang and Tiger-heart trust Longhshots’ capabilities and 

have repeatedly told him that he has nothing to prove. Whether Longshot believes his mentors is 

questionable.   

 

“I’m not sure,” responded Wang, “all I know is Chang sent his men here in a hurry.” 

 

“Why? There’s nothing here he would want. It’s abandoned – nothing but dust and cobwebs,” 

stated Jia Cao. 

 

Jia, also known as Destiny, was another talented young Chang Sing. She was one of the quickest 

and most acrobatic of the new recruits. Although well disciplined and averse to taking great 

risks, one can tell that Ironmaster Destiny enjoys combat. She often makes jokes and insults her 

opponent in combat.  

 

“Maybe there’s more than dust and cobwebs inside. We’ll find out soon.” 

 

“Tong Elite,” Ironlord Tiger-heart pointed to the main gate entrance some distance away, “along 

with the cops. About 15 in all. We’re going to need a diversion.” 

 

“Got it covered,” responded Wang.  

 

A moment later a CNN news van pulled up to the gate. The cameraman and Lois Lee jumped out 

of the van and into the group of cops like well-trained paratroopers. Wang could see the Tong 

Elite and the cops were busily fighting off the questions of the nosey reporter.  

 

“Now,” ordered Tiger-heart. 
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Tiger-heart, Destiny, Longshot, and Wang dashed for the fence. They headed for a part of the 

fence next to a lamp post with a broken light. The low light made it ideal for a break in. The 

fence was a standard chainlink fence with razor wire on top. Those untrained in Chang Sing 

techniques would find the fence a daunting obstacle. These four, however, were never concerned 

with it. With the power of his namesake, Tiger-heart jumped up over the fence pouncing off the 

razor wire to get more height. Destiny and Longshot bounced off the fence then off the lamp post 

to get over the fence. Destiny elegantly performed a somersault before she landed on the ground. 

With the grace of a gazelle, Wang jumped over the fence effortlessly, clearing the razor wire by 

over a foot. All continued to run toward the Wing Kong Exchange building without a pause.  

 

Wang and his team reached a wall at the Wing Kong Exchange taking a moment to look around 

to see if they were spotted. Reasonably sure they were unnoticed, Wang began feel along the 

wall for a door in the darkness.  

 

“There should be a door around here,” remarked Wang, “OK here it is.” 

 

“Stand back Wang,” ordered Tiger-heart.  

 

He stood back and drew his iron bo. Ready to hack the lock. 

 

Wang stopped him, “Hold it. It’s already opened.” 

 

The four took a closer look at the door. Someone had hacked it open with a weapon. The lock 

was in pieces on the ground. Even more disconcerting, the marks were made recently.  

 

The four slinked into the abandoned building. It was cold, dark, and dusty. The four split into 

two pairs consisting of Destiny with Tiger-heart and Longshot with Wang. The pair lead by 

Wang followed behind but not close to the pair lead by Tiger-heart. Wang was far enough not to 

make all four of them one convenient target but close enough to come to Tiger-heart quickly if 

he ran into trouble and vice versa. It was Tiger-heart’s and Wang’s job to perform the search. 

Destiny and Longshot were there to watch their backs. Each warrior walked with a sidestep. By 

leading with their side forward, they gave the smallest silhouette for someone to attack from the 

front. They turned often so as not to keep their back to any direction for any prolonged period of 

time. 

 

Wang had the four run in with weapons holstered and sheathed. His mission was not to engage in 

combat but to search the warehouse quickly and quietly. Especially with the Tong Elite about to 

enter, speed was critical. 

 

Tiger-heart stopped to look around a corner and signaled Wang to stop himself then asked, 

“Wang, what are we looking for, again?” 

 

Longshot and Destiny also looked toward Wang having realized just how daunting their task 

was.  

 

“Anything out of the ordinary that the Tong Elite would want,” Wang responded.  
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Tiger-heart shot him a look of confusion.  

 

“Whoever broke into here before us would be a good thing to look for, too,” added Wang. 

 

Tiger-heart nodded then looked around the corner again, motioned for the rest to follow then 

continued around the corner. The four skulked down a corridor that eventually lead to a storage 

room full of stacked crates. Before entering the room, the four looked at each other. They all 

realized this room was a great place for an ambush. But it was also a great place to hide for 

anybody that broke into the warehouse.   

 

Tiger-heart gave the hand signal for the four to split up individually but keep in visual contact. 

Although this method made each man a little more vulnerable to an attack from behind, this 

method was the quickest way to search the storeroom. Wang nodded in agreement.  

 

The four entered the doorway and immediately split up. The way the boxes were stacked was 

disconcerting to Wang. At first, the boxes were stacked low, making visual contact between the 

three others easy to keep. But as they walked forward, the boxes were stacked higher and the 

others came in and out of visual contact. If an ambush would happen it would be soon. But 

nothing happened. As they continued to walk forward the box stacks became lower again.  

 

Suddenly, Tiger-heart, who was ahead of the others gave the hand signal to stop, duck down to 

hide themselves then regroup at his position. When the four were together, Tiger-heart pointed 

past the boxes in front of him. At first, there was nothing to see. Then a figure popped up from 

behind the some boxes. It looked like the figure would attack at first but his movement made it 

apparent he was not aware of the four and was instead working on something. It was too dark to 

see what the figure looked like in any detail. But all four were sure that the silhouette did not 

match Tong Elite or any other group they knew of. The figure ducked back down behind the 

boxes.  

 

Tiger-heart gave the signal for pair lead by Wang to get into a position near the figure and wait. 

Wang nodded realizing that Tiger-heart would come from the other direction and subdue the 

figure to be questioned.  

 

A few moments later, Wang was in position and keeping an eye on the figure. Now Wang could 

see the figure was wearing a close fitting black and gray outfit. The figure moved easily and 

freely. Wang surmised the outfit was some sort of high tech armor – very expensive. Wang 

watched as the figure stood up, took a few steps back, then checked his backpack for more tools. 

Just as he turned around to go back to his work, Destiny grabbed him from behind and threw him 

to Tiger-heart. The figure landed perfectly into Tiger-heart’s iron embrace. With a swift motion, 

Tiger-heart stuck his right thumb into a sensitive part of the figure’s neck just below his left ear. 

The figure convulsed in pain but unable to speak above a whisper.  

 

Wang and Longshot had already moved swiftly and quietly several feet from the position to 

stand just before the captured figure. Convinced the figure was under control, Wang’s sword was 

still sheathed. Longshot had two throwing daggers ready.    
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“Who are you?” asked Wang sternly. 

 

“Please you have to let me help him,” the figure asked sincerely wincing through obvious pain..  

 

Confused, Wang turned to the spot that the figure had been working. He then saw another figure 

in laying on the floor in the fetal position, his back to the group. Wang took a close look at the 

tools around the back pack. They were medical tools, syringes, bandages and the like.     

 

“Please let me go,” asked the figure caught by Tiger-heart.  

 

But as he tried to make his way back to the man on the floor, Tiger-heart grasped him tighter.  

 

“OK,” the caught man responded, “maybe we need to do this differently. My name is Daniel Lee 

but you can call me Gizmo…” 

 

“Shut up!” ordered Tiger-heart as Gizmo grimaced in pain that seemed to set all his nerves on 

fire, “Wang, check him out.” 

 

Wang approached the man on the floor slowly.  

 

“Careful, he’s got a weapon,” Gizmo grunted.   

 

Wang saw a glint of metal in the man’s right hand and began to talk to him, “We’re here to help 

friend. What’s wrong? Are you hurt?” 

 

“I want to go home…I want to go home,” whimpered the figure on the floor. 

 

“We’ll take you home. Don’t worry, we’re here to help.” 

 

“Nobody can help me,” whispered the man on the floor. 

 

“We’re friends. We can help you,” Wang assured.  

 

“No. No. No,” cried the man, “Nobody can help me.” 

 

He then rolled toward Wang slowly. Even in the dim light, Wang recognized him immediately. 

He had long wild hair with a bald area on top. His moustache was a Fu Man Chu style and the 

weapon in his right hand confirmed his suspicions like a brick hitting him in the face. The man 

was holding a meat cleaver.  

 

“Oh my God!” exclaimed Wang. He’s Wing Kong. 

 

The Chang Sing gasped with doubt. 
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“What?” questioned Tiger-heart as he shrugged in disbelief. Unfortunately, the shrug also 

inadvertently drove a wave of pain through Gizmo’s body. Tired of holding on to their hostage, 

Qinag pressed his thumb against Gizmo’s neck just below the left ear. With a twist, Gizmo was 

no longer in pain. Tiger-heart threw him to Longshot who put one dagger to his throat and 

another to his stomach.   

 

“Impossible,” remarked Tiger-heart, “They’re all dead.” 

 

“I know. I saw this one die with my own eyes,” answered Wang.  

 

Wang took a moment, “We have to help him.” 

 

“What!” said Tiger-heart. 

 

“We have to figure out what’s going on.” 

 

“What’s going on is he’s Wing Kong scum who needs to die.” 

 

“Chang  is after him. We have to find out what he wants…” 

 

“Oh now you care about Chang ?” 

 

“What’s that supposed to mean?” 

 

“It means that you never…” 

 

Wang did not want to get into another argument about Chang. He composed himself and belted 

out an order, “Something is going on. This Wing Kong may know but he’s sick or something and 

we have to help him…” 

 

At that moment, the Wing Kong warrior jumped to his feet and screamed, “YOU CAN’T HELP 

ME!” 

 

The Wing Kong warrior came into full view. While his right side was normal, his left side was 

horribly deformed with his face full of bulbous tumors and his left arm and leg horribly mangled. 

 

He continued to scream, “YOU CAN’T HELP ME. YOU CAN’T HELP ME.” 

 

“What the hell is going on here, Wang.?” asked Tiger-heart. 

 

Wang looked at the deformed Wing Kong who continued to scream. Wang answered, “Hell if I 

know but we’re…” 

 

The Wing Kong warrior cut-off Wang’s sentence by shoving him with inhuman strength then 

runnning into darkness in the opposite direction. Wang fell back onto Tiger-heart, nearly 

knocking both of them off their feet. Wang recovered his balance and began to run after the 
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Wing Kong. But after two steps he suddenly stopped in front of Gizmo. His stare struck a cold 

chord of fear within Gizmo. 

 

“What?” asked Gizmo, “Do you…” 

 

Before Gizmo could finish, Wang drew both his swords and lunged for Gizmo with the speed of 

the wind. Gizmo finally took a breath when he realized that he was not Wang’s target but rather 

something behind him. Wang withdrew his sword with an eerie squish then lunged again; this 

time towards Destiny. In a blur, Wang’s boot heal made contact with something solid in mid-air. 

Whatever it was, fell to the floor in a pile of brown fur.  

 

“Brown Chinese Wildmen!” screamed Destiny.  

 

“Heads up!” ordered Tiger-heart.  

 

A lifetime of training awoke in all of the Chang Sing. Without further instructions, they all knew 

what to do. They unsheathed their weapons and quickly scanned the area finding a dozen or so 

Brown Chinese Wildmen, memorizing the position of their chosen targets. They then waited for 

their cue from Longshot, knowing it would come in only fractions of a second. As soon as they 

heard him draw back his bow, they leaped at their targets.  

 

There were many species of Chinese Wildmen; all of them with varying degrees of strength and 

viciousness. But the Brown Chinese Wildmen were perhaps the strongest and viscous of them all 

as well as the most common. Lo Pan and the Wing Kong had bred and trained them like attack 

dogs. Undoubtedly, these Brown Chinese Wildmen have been masterless for the past 17 years 

and had returned to acting as a wild pack.  

 

Longshot’s arrow flew straight up bursting into a brilliant ball of light that blinded the Chinese 

Wildmen. They never saw the Chang Sing’s first strikes which were quick and numerous, 

sacrificing strength for speed. But the strikes were far from wild. They had a distinct purpose to 

disorient their foes. Tiger-heart and Destiny used their iron bo staffs to trip and spin their foes. 

Meanwhile, Wang kicked his targets, forcing them stumble upon each other. The attacks could 

have been far more lethal but the Chang Sing were severely outnumbered and such a tactic 

would have meant the death of them all. They knew the best strategy was to confuse them, 

establish a defensive position, then deal with the enemy as they trickled past their defenses. 

Moments later, the Chang Sing withdrew from their stunned targets to carry out the rest of their 

plan which was going perfectly except for one thing: the stranger.  

 

Gizmo did not have the benefit of a lifetime of training with the Chang Sing. He took a 

completely offensive strategy, hoping to kill his enemies before they could kill him. He was 

holding his own against three Brown Chinese Wildmen but the Chang Sing could see that two 

more were moments away from an attack on Gizmo’s flanks.  

 

Wang winced and leapt into action. Longshot and Destiny began to follow but Tiger-heart held 

them back.   
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“Get back, dumbass!” cried Wang as he grabbed Gizmo by the shoulder and threw him back to 

the Chang Sing. Gizmo was safe but now Wang was the focus of Wildmen attack. Unfortunately, 

Wang had underestimated their speed in the dim light. Three of them were much too close to 

attack with swords. He would have to make a more brutish attack. He was able knee one on the 

chin and elbow another in the stomach but the third sunk a claw into his shoulder. Yet Wang was 

able to leap off a crate then slice off his head as he spun in the air. Wang then backflipped 

several times backwards towards the Chang Sing, avoiding the several claw strikes the Wildmen 

initiated. But before he reached his friends, Wang reversed his movement and attacked the 

Wildmen head on, leaping directly into the center of the horde. He was able to cut the hand off 

one and slash the chest of another before the rest scattered. Wang then used this moment of 

hesitation to rejoin the Chang Sing.  

 

With several of their number down and their prey readied for an attack, the Wildmen began a 

quick retreat.  

 

“Well that was easier than I expected,” claimed Gizmo.  

 

Tiger-heart responded, “Not really. They’re going back to get some friends. We need to get out 

of here now.” 

 

The Chang Sing ran past the stacks of crates towards the exit. But from the bowels of the 

warehouse ahead the Chang Sing heard, “That way…it came from over there.” 

 

“Damn. Tong Elite,” said Destiny, “And they’ve cut us off.”  

 

“I know a way around them,” claimed Gizmo. 

 

“I don’t know if I trust this guy, Wang.” Stated Tiger-heart. 

 

Wang looked at Gizmo and saw the fear in Gizmo’s eyes. He was afraid of the Tong Elite. Most 

people think they’re saviors of Chinatown. This guy knew the truth about them.  

 

“No choice,” Wang nodded, “Let’s go.” 

 

Longshot and Destiny were the first out the door sprinting for the fence. Tiger-heart and Wang 

were several steps behind them grasping Gizmo securely by both arms. Tiger-heart realized that 

there was nothing by the fence that Longshot and Destiny could jump off of. He shoved Gizmo 

to Wang then ran ahead of the group, turned around, put his hands down palms up interlocking 

his fingers. Destiny jumped gracefully, her right foot landing squarely in Tiger-heart’s hands. 

With a mighty heave Tiger-heart boosted Destiny over the fence then did the same with 

Longshot. From a standing position, Tiger-heart jumped as high as he could. His hand grasped 

the top razor wire. The metal dug into his hand but did not pierce his skin. Then Tiger-heart 

threw himself over the fence. As Tiger-heart was making his way over the fence, Wang grabbed 

Gizmo and tried to launch both of them over the fence. But Gizmo was heavier than he thought 

and he misjudged the jump. To compensate, Wang somersaulted in the air and threw his weight 

back up giving him the boost he needed to get over. But Wang had forced Gizmo to somersault 
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with him. The maneuver made Gizmo visibly nauseous. When he landed, he went directly to his 

knees unable to support himself. Tiger-heart looked back to see if anyone was following them 

but found no one. He took a quick glance at the main gate and saw a van near the main gate. 

Several men pulled out a cage. Another man held a tranquilizer rifle.   

 

“What the hell, Wang?” whispered Tiger-heart. 

 

Wang turned to see what Tiger-heart had spotted. He couldn’t make any more sense of it than 

Tiger-heart could. He then turned his attention to Gizmo running ahead of him.  

 

“Maybe our new friend can help us answer some questions,” answered Wang as they both ran to 

catch up with their companions.  

 

Fireworks that marked the coming of the new year boomed and crackled in the distance. 


